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Clearly, we need to correct parton showers
outside the soft/collinear enhanced regions.

▪

Matrix element corrections (MECs):
correct the PS splitting kernel to the ME

▪

Multijet Merging:
add multiple event samples with different jet 
multiplicities without double counting 

Matrix Element Corrections

Correct the splitting kernel to the matrix element:
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Need knowledge of all possibilities to reach the 
post-branching state from the last state.

Multijet Merging

Combine event samples with different jet 
multiplicities.

Problem: Matrix elements are inclusive, i.e. 
represent the probability to produce at least N 
jets.

Solution: weight matrix elements with Sudakov 
factors to make them exclusive.

Need knowledge of all possibilities to reach the
matrix-element configuration starting from the 
Born (shower histories).  

Shower Histories

For both MECs and merging, we need information 
about how the shower could have produced a
given configuration (shower history).

The number of ways to reach a given 
configuration with a conventional (dipole) shower 
grows factorially with the number of legs.



Consider e.g. hadronic Z decays plus jets:

Sector Showers

Idea: combine parton shower with a jet-clustering 
algorithm to construct a unique history.

A branching is only accepted if it corresponds to 
the most singular post-branching configuration.

Sector B

Sector A



This divides the phase space into sectors.

In each sector, only a single splitting function 
contributes.

Sector antenna functions therefore have to 
incorporate the full collinear and soft limit.

“Missing” singular pieces have to be explicitly 
added to a global antenna function, e.g. by 
symmetrisation:

The rest of the shower evolution mainly stays the 
same (except for the “sector veto”).

The sector antenna shower is now implemented 
as an alternative to the global shower in VINCIA.



[H. Brooks, CTP, P. Skands, 2020]

Formally LL and comparable to default VINCIA.

MECs in the Sector Shower    (WIP)

In the sector shower, only a single term 
contributes to the denominator of the MEC factor:

In fact, the antenna function cancels and matrix 
elements act as splitting functions.

Up to the corrected orders, antenna functions are 
just needed as LL phase space generators.

MECs can be used to include subleading colour 
corrections as well.



Sector Merging              (WIP)

Instead of a history tree, the sector shower has a 
linear history.

Main scaling factor: trial shower between nodes.

Summary

▪

sector showers drastically reduce the 
complexity of constructing the shower history

▪

potential to make MECs and merging at higher 
multiplicities a lot less resource- and time-
consuming

Pitfalls:

▪

slower shower evolution (linear scaling with 
number of emissions)

▪

non-trivial phase space domains for each 
antenna


